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Attendees 

Nancy Crawford, Jim Garman, Anne Northup Burns, Lois Ryan, Dave Duggan, Rich Talipsky, Paul Kochis, 
Jon Howard, Rick Ring and Morgan Grefe. 

Purpose 

The purpose of the meeting was to introduce Rick and Morgan to the PHS and for them to get a first 

impression of the value of some of our collection. 

Discussion 

Initial questions were “What do we have and what can we do with them?” and “Should we have what 

we presently have?”  These questions prompted discussion of an acceptance policy and process to limit 

items which tell a unique story, have Portsmouth significance or have another unique value.  “What do 

we do here that no one else does?”  “What does PHS want to be uniquely noted for?” 

What items do we want displayed in our spaces?  Spinning wheels and butter churns show our past 

lifestyle.  Are these unique to Portsmouth?  Do we want musical items?  Space is very limited until we 

can acquire more storage.  Our Portsmouth childhood theme could include our existing schoolhouse and 

toy collection. 

What are our plans for the hearse?  It is believed to have local significance.  There is a display at 

Hearthside on Victorian mourning which currently tells the story. 

Farming history is very significant to Portsmouth. However, equipment is large and heavy and takes up a 

lot of space.  We should consider weeding out similar items unless they tell a unique story. 

Other considerations are the condition that items are in when received and would their acceptance 

contaminate the collections (mold, powder post beetles). 

Our acceptance process should include as much detail of the item as possible. Cataloging and record 

keeping as to what we have and where it is stored is paramount to allow historic town research.   

What responsibility do we inherit when accepting items?   

It was recommended not accepting long term loans on items as they can be inherently problematic due 

to legal matters.  We would be liable for all loaned items if we had fire, water damage or theft.  Items 

could be designated as “abandoned property” if not properly assessed. 



 

All donations must be accepted with a legal gift agreement and we need to have proof of ownership by 

the donor. 

The development of the collection includes consideration of what we want to look for or accept.  Do we 

want to keep it strictly local Portsmouth history or include Aquidneck Island, State and national history? 

Do we want to loan our items as well as receive loans for unique Portsmouth displays providing we have 

the ability to store and maintain with an acceptable level of security and climate control? 

Our space limitation is a big issue.  Clutter will detract from the story we are trying to tell.  “Less is more” 

in displays.   

If significant historical documents are known but not available for acquisition or purchase, we should 

request they be digitally scanned for the collection. 

Morgan recommended installing UV shades to help preserve the collections.  Jon posed the question as 

to “How do we draw a crowd”?   

PHS should have a presence elsewhere in the community to let residents know that we exist and are 

actively promoting Portsmouth history.  The museum can showcase the 19th century church, Julia Ward 

Howe, Sarah J Eddy and farm history but perhaps other collection items can be displayed on our 

website, in email subscriptions, at the library, town hall and Common Fence Point Community Center.   

Education 

RI State does not mandate local history in our schools which has made it difficult to include student 

visits and presentations. We need creative ways of getting youth involved.  Rick brought up National 

History Day as a means he is using to accomplish this. 

Public Relations/Advertising 

Newspaper, posters, and email have been the primary means of advertising events. Placing a prominent 

sign board near the corner of East Main and Union streets that can display upcoming events was 

recommended.  We also need to think of other places we can show this date sensitive information. 

 

 

 


